Abstract: An experimental bistatic radar system is described that detects and tracks targets to ranges in excess of 150 km from the receiver, using echoes from a non-cooperative FM radio transmitter. The system concept and limitations on performance are described, followed by details of the processing used to implement the system. An adaptive filter algorithm is described that is used to efficiently remove interference and strong clutter signals from the receiver channels. A computationally efficient algorithm for target detection using Doppler-sensitive cross-correlation techniques is described. A simple constant false alarm rate algorithm for target detection is described, together with a description of a Kalman filter based target association algorithm. Representative results from the system are provided and compared to truth data derived from air traffic control data.
Introduction
In this paper we describe an experimental radar system developed over the past eighteen months that detects and tracks aircraft by receiving and processing echoes from a single non-cooperative frequency modulated (FM) commercial radio station.
Of all the transmitters of opportunity available in the environment, broadcast transmitters represent some of the most attractive for surveillance purposes, owing to their high powers and excellent coverage.
At first glance, analogue television transmitters seem the obvious choice of illuminator, as they have very high equivalent radiated powers. However, despite the instant appeal of their pulse-like waveform structure, it is quickly found that the waveform is far from suited for radar usage when used in a conventional radar matched filtering approach [1] . Howland showed, however, that it is possible to exploit the Doppler and bearing information in echoes of the television video carrier signal to track aircraft at ranges of up to 260 km from the receiver and 150 km from the transmitter [2] . In this processing approach the receiver bandwidth is only a few kilohertz to capture the range of target Doppler shifts and is thus only a small fraction of the 5.5 MHz television waveform bandwidth. It is therefore referred to as 'narrowband processing'.
The disadvantages of that approach, however, all stem from the relatively low information content in the Doppler measurements. In order to locate the target at all, the system must observe the target's Doppler history for an extended time before there is sufficient information to locate the target. Even then, the use of nonlinear estimation techniques to calculate the target's trajectory mean that a good initial estimate of the target's location must be available. In the restricted case of a forward-scatter radar then the unique geometry can be exploited to derive an analytical expression for the target's location [3] but for the more general bistatic problem it is necessary to resort to elaborate global optimisation schemes [2] . The former approach is limited in its operational applications and the latter is neither robust nor computationally efficient.
Wideband processing
By contrast, 'wideband processing' is defined in passive radar systems as the use of a receiver bandwidth that is comparable to the bandwidth of the waveform being exploited. For example, a typical FM radio broadcast occupies a bandwidth of about 100 kHz. Radar range resolution is approximately equal to c=2B and hence we see that the FM broadcast offers a potential range resolution of up to 1500 m. It is clear that the signal offers useful target ranging information. Although we focus on the use of FM radio signals in this paper, it should be noted that the approach described here is generic and applicable to any transmission of opportunity with a reasonable ambiguity function, such as cell-phone transmissions or digital radio or television waveforms.
The suitability of a signal for target location is governed by more than its bandwidth, however, and of more importance is the ability of the radar receiver to unambiguously locate the target. It turns out that the noise-like characteristics of the FM radio signal are well suited for this, and it has an ambiguity function that approaches the idealised thumb-tack surface [4] .
In order to achieve the processing gain necessary to detect weak target echoes in a background of noise and interference it is necessary to achieve an equivalent to the optimal matched filter processing used in conventional radar systems. Passing an echo through a matched filter is equivalent to the correlation of the radar echo with a delayed replica of the transmitted signal, and it is this approach that must be used directly in a passive bistatic radar system. As the transmitted signal is not available directly to the receiver, a dedicated receiver is required to collect the transmitted signal.
The greatest limitation on system performance is the interference received from the transmitter being used to detect aircraft. This unwanted direct signal correlates perfectly with the reference signal and produces range and Doppler sidelobes that are several orders of magnitude greater than the echoes that are sought. To detect anything but the closest of targets it is necessary to remove this signal, by both angular nulling with the antenna and adaptive echo cancellation in the receiver. However, eventually the dynamic range of the receiver limits the cancellation and so the principal limitation on system performance lies with the analogue-to-digital converter technology.
After correlation processing the radar has measurements of the target that are very similar to those of conventional radars: bistatic-range, bearing and Doppler. The accuracy of each of these measurements, however, is quite different. Range and bearing are a factor of ten or so worse than a conventional microwave radar owing to the lower bandwidth of the FM radio signal, whereas Doppler is two or three orders of magnitude more accurate (owing to the extended integration times possible with passive radar). The radar can exploit the excellent Doppler information to provide a resolution comparable to conventional radars and by simultaneously using multiple transmitters the system can achieve target location accuracies that may be even better.
Another feature of FM radio based bistatic radars is that they are simultaneously unambiguous in both range and Doppler. This useful property makes them ideal for detecting long-range high-speed targets, such as auroral disturbances in the ionosphere [5] or even man-made space objects.
Expected system performance
In our system we are exploiting a single, vertically-polarised FM radio transmitter located at Lopik, some 50 km behind the receiver. The transmitter has a mean ERP of 50 kW and frequency of 96.8 MHz. The transmitter is located on a 375 m mast and provides excellent long-range low-level illumination.
The receiver is located on the roof of the NATO C3 Agency in The Hague, and is approximately 20 m above ground level. The Agency is on the edge of some sand dunes which lead to the North Sea approximately 2 km away. The receiver comprises two vertically-polarised half-wave dipoles over a wire-mesh backplane 1.5 wavelengths by 1.5 wavelengths in size. The receiver antenna is steered so as to try to place the transmitter in a null in the antenna pattern to reduce the unwanted direct signal. The radar surveys a sector approximately 120 in azimuth and is steered at an angle 45 west of true north, looking over the North Sea towards the United Kingdom.
Assuming a target with a radar cross-section of 10 m 2 and a cross-correlation processing gain of 47 dB, we predict surveillance over the region shown in Fig. 1 . The upper illustration shows contours of coverage above 15 dB signalto-noise ratio, whilst the lower illustration shows a slice in elevation along boresight. Both Figures include a simple model for the elevation lobing effects of both the transmitter and receiver, which result in the break-up of the coverage at longer ranges. This modelling seems reasonably accurate; we reliably observe aircraft at ranges of up to 150 km from the receiver, the range of the first deep null in the coverage in the Figure. As mentioned above, the limiting factor in the performance of our passive coherent location (PCL) system is the direct-path interference received from the transmitter. This interference is up to 90 dB greater than the echo we would expect to see from a 10 m 2 aircraft at a range of 150 km, and illustrates the need for good interference rejection. The signal-to-interference ratio, after taking account of the antenna suppression, but before correlation or filtering, is shown in Fig. 2 .
System overview
The system described in this paper was built on a low budget and is one of the simplest architectures that can be used to explore this technology. A block diagram of the system hardware is shown in Fig. 3 and of the processing algorithm in Fig. 4 .
Reading from left to right, the signal is collected by a digital receiver system comprising of at least three channels. This allows for one reference channel and two surveillance channels for direction finding. An adaptive filter is applied to the two surveillance channels to reject the unwanted transmitter signal and then the digital data from the three channels are fed to the cross-correlator that outputs two amplitude -range -Doppler (ARD) surfaces. To achieve the necessary processing power, we use a small cluster of Intel Pentium-4 computers running Linux to perform the processing in real-time, in parallel. The system updates the complete surveillance region once every five seconds.
A conventional constant false alarm rate (CFAR) detection scheme is then applied to each ARD surface to determine the range and Doppler of each target. The complex amplitude of a target's echo received by each surveillance channel is then fed to the direction finding processor. With only two surveillance channels the direction finding system uses phase-interferometry to estimate the target bearing [2] .
At this stage in the processing the system has determined the range, bearing and Doppler of a number of targets. In order to further process the data it is necessary to associate this plot data with individual targets and this is performed using a conventional Kalman filter tracker in the box marked 'Plot-to-target association (line tracking)'.
Finally, having associated plots-to-targets, the range=Doppler=bearing data for each target are processed by a nonlinear estimator to determine the target's location, speed and heading. Use of a nonlinear estimator allows optimum use of the Doppler information in this tracking process.
The following Sections now describe the processing in greater detail and conclude with some representative results from the experimental system.
Data collection
Data is collected on three antennas, one reference channel and two surveillance channels. These antennas are connected to Cubic Communications VXI-3570A digital receivers, which sample the data in quadrature in a bandwidth of 110 kHz. These data are then transmitted in real-time over a gigabit local area network (LAN) to the processing cluster. In the current configuration, one second's worth of data from all three receivers is collected and then processed every five seconds, the current bottleneck in the processing being a combination of the performance of the LAN and the adaptive signal cancellation (which is not parallelisable).
The first step in the processing is to adaptively cancel any unwanted direct signal from the surveillance channels.
Adaptive removal of the direct signal and surface clutter
Although the cross-correlation processing between the reference and surveillance channels causes any unwanted reference signal in the surveillance channel to be confined to the zero-Doppler and zero-range bin, the range and Doppler sidelobes of this autocorrelation function remain significant. At best, with a 1 second integration time and 50 kHz effective bandwidth, these will be 47 dB below the main autocorrelation peak. However, given that the direct signal may be 80 -90 dB greater than the echoes themselves, this means that the sidelobes remain some 30 -40 dB higher than the echoes we are seeking. This is compounded by strong surface clutter returns from the sea surface to a bistatic range of around 50 km.
It is therefore critical that the direct signal and clutter is removed from the surveillance channels before crosscorrelation processing is attempted. An adaptive noise canceller like that in antenna, w 2 ðnÞ, is used to estimate interference. The task of the adaptive filter is to estimateŵ w 1 ðnÞ from w 2 ðnÞ: Then, this estimate is subtracted from the signal from the primary sensor leaving only an estimate of the true echo signal eðnÞ ¼ xðnÞ Àŵ w 1 ðnÞ ð 2Þ
To implement the adaptive filter the joint process estimator algorithm is used. The structure of the filter is presented in Fig. 6 and consists of two parts:
. an adaptive M-stage lattice predictor . an adaptive tapped delay line
The structure of the M-stage lattice predictor is shown in The first part of the filter is equivalent to the Gram-Schmidt algorithm, the second part of the filter is equivalent to a multiple regression filter.
Mathematically, the joint process estimator is described by two algorithms. The first algorithm, called the gradient adaptive lattice (GAL), is used to adjust the coefficients k m in the lattice predictor structure. In the second filter, the coefficients hðnÞ are updated using the normalised LMS algorithm (NLMS). These algorithms are described in [6] and are not repeated here.
Although this filter structure may appear excessively complex, we have found experimentally that the eigenvalue spread in the correlation matrix prevents the direct use of simpler algorithms, because the convergence rate is too slow. The lattice predictor decorrelates the input date vector, thus the spread of the eigenvalues is smaller, the convergence rate of the filter is faster, and the reference signal is removed from echoes properly.
Our selection of the prediction order M for the filter does not use any formal method, like Akaike's informationtheoretic criterion or minimum-description-length criterion, but instead relies on empirical observation. A value of M ¼ 50 has been found to be optimum.
Target detection by cross-correlation
Having adaptively filtered out the direct path signal, it s necessary to search for the Doppler-shifted and timedelayed echoes of the targets. This processing step serves two distinct purposes within the radar:
. to act as a matched filter for the radar system and provide the necessary signal processing gain to allow detection of the target echo . to estimate the bistatic range and Doppler shift of the target This results in a range resolution (with one transmitter) of approximately 2-3 km (depending on the instantaneous modulation of the signal, which depends on the radio programme content). The Doppler resolution is the reciprocal of the coherent integration time, and so typically 1 Hz, corresponding to a velocity resolution of around 1:5 ms À1 : For all intents and purposes there is no minimum or maximum unambiguous range or Doppler. The maximum range is set by the integration time (1 second gives a maximum range of 150000 km) and the maximum Doppler by half the sample rate of the signal, thus typically AE150 kHz or so, or about 750 times the speed of sound of sound. When implementing the radar receiver, the designer can select the subset of ranges and Doppler shifts of interest.
In practice, the coherent integration time is limited by migration of the target out of the Doppler, and sometimes range, cell of interest. An integration time of around 1 second is optimal for most civilian air traffic and provides a processing gain of around 47 dB.
Algorithm concept
The range -Doppler estimation concept is illustrated in Fig. 8 . The algorithm operates on a 1 second sample of data and generates Doppler-shifted copies of the reference signal that act as a bank of filters, each matched to a different target velocity.
The processing in Fig. 8 is analogous to the calculation of the ambiguity function and can be written in discrete time notation as
where C denotes the amplitude -range -Doppler (ARD) surface that we are seeking to calculate, eðnÞ denotes the filtered echo signal and dðnÞ represents the reference signal. The variable t denotes the time delay corresponding to the bistatic time difference of arrival (TDOA) of interest and n denotes the Doppler shift of interest. The reference signal dðnÞ can be weighted using a standard weighting function (such as those defined in [7] ) before calculation of the ARD surface in order to reduce the range and Doppler sidelobes, at the expense of a broadened main peak and slight loss in processing gain. Simplistically, the most obvious way to implement this processing would be to calculate the discrete Fourier transform of eðnÞd Ã ðn À tÞ for each range of interest. To compute the ARD surface, for each range of interest we must:
. rotate the elements of d(n) and conjugate to obtain the required time delay, d Ã ðn À tÞ . multiply the rotated d(n) and e(n) . calculate the FFT of eðnÞd Ã ðn À tÞ . discard data from Doppler bins not of interest Note that this algorithm allows the calculation of a limited number of ranges, but all possible Doppler shifts (limited only by the sample rate).
An efficient implementation
The major drawback of the approach presented above is the excessive processing load owing to calculations of the Fast Fourier Transforms for long input signals. We resolve this issue by applying a decimation technique that allows us to discard data at Doppler frequencies we know targets do not exist, before calculating the Fourier transform. This modified integration algorithm utilises some extra processing steps to decimate the signal but greatly reduces the overall computation complexity with almost no loss in signal processing gain.
The algorithm can be summarised as follows: The main difference between the basic algorithm and this modification is the presence of two additional functions in the processing path, a cascaded integrator-comb (CIC) filter and a low-pass FIR filter (LPF). The CIC is a very efficient implementation of a decimation filter and is described in [8] and [9] . The algorithm works as follows. First, the product of the conjugated, time delayed reference signal with the echo signal is calculated. The signal, s(n), enters the CIC structure where it is integrated using a one stage integrator, decimated by factor R, and then differentiated in a one stage comb section.
The integrator operates at the original sampling rate f s : After decimation, the comb section operates at the reduced sampling rate of f ns ¼ f s =R: Therefore, the length of the output vector from the filter is a factor of R smaller. Next, the decimated signal s d ðnÞ is low-pass filtered in order to remove out-of-band frequencies.
Finally, calculating the FFT algorithm on the filtered data vector s d ðnÞ results in all the Doppler velocities for all targets from a specific range of frequencies at that range.
In our system the following parameters are typical:
. To further increase the processing speed, we parallelise the algorithm by spreading the computation of different sets of time delays, p, amongst different computers. We are able to achieve a 1 second coherent integration in just under 1 second by using this algorithm and six 2.6 GHz Pentium-4 machines in parallel. Figure 9 shows a typical amplitude-range -Doppler surface created using the adaptive interference and clutter processing and cross-correlation processing described above. Target echoes are visible in this Figure as the bright returns at different bistatic ranges and Doppler shifts.
Having generated the ARD surface it is then necessary to automatically detect the range and Doppler bins in which valid targets lie. This is performed using a constant false alarm rate (CFAR) algorithm.
CFAR detection algorithm
In order to maintain a constant probability of false alarm, the detection threshold changes according to an estimate of the noise variance. The conventional cell-averaging constant false alarm rate with guarded cells algorithm (CA-CFAR) is used [10] . The algorithm operates on the full ARD surface, first in the range domain, then in the Doppler. The optimum parameters were found empirically to be:
. number of cells for averaging M ¼ 10; M=2 cells at each side of the cell under test
Direction of arrival estimation
For our initial system we are implementing a simple angle estimation process using phase interferometry, as described in earlier work [2] . The angle of arrival of a target echo, F; is related to the phase difference of the received signal at the two surveillance antennas, Y, by:
where d is a distance between the dipoles, l is the wavelength. In order to minimise any angular ambiguities the antennas are mounted half a wavelength apart. This gives a 180 ambiguity, targets behind the antenna and in front of the antenna cannot be distinguished, but in practise this is acceptable owing to the reasonable front-to-back ratio of the antenna gain pattern, which means targets behind the antenna are rarely detected. The phase of each echo on the ARD surface is calculated using the argument of their complex value. Any phase mismatch between the two channels is removed in software using a simple calibration coefficient.
Target association
Although many conventional air surveillance radars output raw detection data for tracking by an external system, it is better for a passive radar to internally track aircraft detections from each transmitter. This tracking is performed in the range -Doppler-bearing domain.
By using an internal tracker, the system is then able to forward the associated plot data for . association of returns from different transmitters of the same target (in a multistatic system) . target state estimation (described below)
In our experimental system we use the basic Kalman filter described in Section 1.5 of [11] . The measurement vector (8) comprises measurements of range, R k , and Doppler, F k and bearing, F k , from the ambiguity surface, and the state vector (9) comprises range, range-rate, Doppler, Doppler-rate, bearing and bearing-rate. 
We exploit the fact that the measurements of Doppler are proportional to the rate of change of range (10) and use a modified form of the state prediction (11)
where t is the update rate and l is the wavelength. The fact that the Doppler is proportional to rate of change of range means that it is particularly easy for even the basic Kalman filter to track targets in the range -Doppler space. For updating the state prediction covariance matrix (13), we use the standard definition of the state transition matrix (12) as follows: The tracker uses a standard 4-out-of-5 track initiation logic. A track is 'preliminary' until it has satisfied this condition, after which it is 'confirmed'. The association gate is defined according to (14)
½z Àẑ zðx þ 1jkÞ 0 Sðk þ 1Þ À1 ½z Àẑ zðx þ 1jkÞ g ð14Þ
The gate threshold g is set as 11.4 corresponding to a probability of 0.99 with three degrees of freedom. When maintaining preliminary tracks, we increase the gate size by a factor of 1.5 to increase the probability of association.
To reduce the computational load associated with (14) we first apply an 'early gate' to all the plots under consideration, to reject distance outliers. This simple gate simply rejects any plot more than 10.0 Hz, 3.0 km or 1 radian away fromẑ zðk þ 1jkÞ. The basic logic of the tracker is:
. update all confirmed tracks with the closest plot toẑ zðk þ 1jkÞ falling within the association gate defined in (14) If no plots are present, rate-aid the track.
. using any remaining plots, update all preliminary tracks with the closest plot toẑ zðk þ 1jkÞ falling within the association gate defined in (14). If no plots are present, rate-aid the track.
. using any remaining plots, initiate new tracks A graphical display of the filter's prediction and covariance estimates was used to tune the filter parameters. Using this, the initial value of the covariance matrix was set as 
where the basic units of measurement are km, Hz and radians. Note that the bearing parameters are still preliminary and will undoubtedly benefit from additional tuning. Example results of this tracking process are show in Fig. 10 . In this display, an error ellipse is displayed around each track estimate, together with an arrow indicating the track prediction. Preliminary tracks are shown in light grey, whilst confirmed tracks are darker. The majority of preliminary tracks are owing to false alarms and are never promoted into confirmed tracks. Even without any special logic or modifications of the tracker to cope with manoeuvering targets, the basic filter has been found to be extremely robust and original plans to implement an interacting multiple model (IMM) filter have not proved necessary.
Target state estimation
At the time of writing, the integration of bearing into the system is very new. We therefore use the simple trigonometrical transformation from bistatic range and bearing into a local Cartesian coordinate scheme for displaying the target on a geographical map. Example results are shown in Fig. 11 . Whilst this serves to quickly show the detections on a map, it effectively discards all the excellent Doppler information provided by the system. We are therefore currently implementing a proper estimation of target location from range, bearing and Doppler by extending the earlier work of Howland [2] to modify the extended Kalman filter to include range (as well as Doppler and bearing) in the state equations. It will not be necessary to use the elaborate genetic algorithm or Levenberg -Marquardt approaches to initiate each track, initial Doppler and bearing measurements from the target association stage will be sufficient.
Verification of system performance
To verify the detection performance of the system we use a live civil air traffic control data feed. We read these data into a display program, filter the data geographically to cover only the region in which our system detects targets and then display them on a map (Fig. 12) .
We also take these data and calculate the bistatic range and Doppler shifts that each target would present to our system. We display these data on a separate range -Doppler display ( Fig. 13) with their Mode 3=A identifiers. Selecting an aircraft's range=Doppler plot highlights the same aircraft on the map. Selected tracks on both displays are shown as squares, and these are visible on Figs. 12 and 13. We can also overlay the truth data directly on the system's rangeDoppler display (Fig. 14) as a quick check of which aircraft have been detected. These techniques provide a real-time verification of the system's performance. In the examples provided here, it is possible to compare the detections in Fig. 14 with the truth tracks in Fig. 13 . The latter tracks can then be related directly to the aircrafts' locations by comparing Mode 3=A codes between Fig. 12 and 13, or simply by looking for tracks highlighted with the squares. Furthermore, it is possible to compare the output of the passive radar's target association tracker, in Fig. 10 , with the truth tracks, in Fig. 13 . In both cases we feel the results are encouraging.
Using this approach we have verified that the radar is able to reliably detect and track aircraft at bistatic ranges of beyond 300 km, corresponding to ranges of up to 150 km from the receiver. Track initiation is reliable and false target tracks are rarely observed.
At the time of writing we are still verifying the final track accuracy against Eurocontrol data. Accuracy is limited by the poor bearing accuracy, but by inspection it seems that most tracks are within 10 km of their true location, and often much closer. Once we have calibrated the bearing measurement system, further tuned the line tracker and implemented the extended Kalman filter estimation of target state we expect this to be much improved. 
Future work
We are currently extending the system to use an eightchannel circular array. This will offer 360 azimuthal coverage and the opportunity to implement adaptive beamforming techniques to assist in interference suppression. The use of adaptive beamforming will also bring the benefit of flexibility and the possibility to exploit multiple FM radio stations. We plan to do this sequentially, rather than simultaneously, and update the target-state estimation processing accordingly. The greatest challenge in the move to multiple transmitters will be the development of robust target-association logic, allowing echoes from different transmitters but the same target to be associated. However, the approach promises to offer far greater target location accuracy and more robust detection.
Conclusions
We have described a passive radar system that detects and tracks aircraft at ranges beyond 150 km in real time using simple computer hardware, a dipole antenna and a single FM radio station as the source of illumination.
The principal challenges in this work were the cancellation of the unwanted direct signal and surface clutter returns in the surveillance channels, and the development of a crosscorrelation algorithm capable of processing the data in real time. We described both processes here.
We have shown how a standard CA-CFAR algorithm can be used to detect aircraft in the range -Doppler surface. We have shown how a simple four-state Kalman filter can be used to reliably associate target echoes in the rangeDoppler space, before the subsequent estimation of the target's location, heading and speed using a nonlinear estimation technique, such as the extended Kalman filter or particle filter. We have verified the performance of our system using live air traffic control data.
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